Wild Endeavor Projects Implemented in 2012

Learning Objects Campus Pack Pilot – BSC’s Instructional Technologist/Designer submitted the idea of piloting a one-year program that would engage students with the social media tools they already use, integrated directly within eCollege/eCompanion. Faculty could implement custom assignments, collaborative work spaces, and foster peer review to improve course effectiveness, and turn a classroom into a community. Features included integrated blogs, wikis, video, group project workspaces, and audio recording directly within the browser.

Beware Your Chair – The Sit-to-Stand Project – BSC’s Associate VP for Finance & Operations submitted an idea to promote a healthier work environment for individuals who are essentially desk-bound by the nature of their jobs by piloting a sit-to-stand project in the Accounting Services and College Relations Departments. The project included a unique type of platform that a person’s monitor and keyboard or laptop sits on and the platform can then be adjusted to any level, whether it is a sitting or standing position.